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Introduction

Bulk-heterojunction (BHJ) polymer-based solar cells (PSCs)
have been highly attractive as a promising energy source due to
their cost-effective and large-area power generation ability [1–
8]. However, for real commercialization, the PSCs should have a
relative competitiveness in efficiency, cost, and stability compared
with other solar cells [6–8]. To this end, an inverted cell-structure
to provide better PSC-stability and design-flexibility has been
developed in which an anode interfacial layer between the high
work-function metal anode and the BHJ and a cathode interfacial
layer between the indium tin oxide (ITO) cathode and the BHJ are
used for effective hole and electron collection and the replacement
of poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene): poly(styrenesulfonate)
(PEDOT:PSS) and low work-function metal to induce a poor
device-stability [9,10]. To be a successful inverted configuration for
high-performance inverted devices, many efforts on electrode
modification using various interfacial materials have been devoted
[9–13].

Chemically converted graphene oxide (GO) and reduced GO
(rGO) could also be an efficient interfacial modifier for high-
performance inverted PSCs, because they can be simply available
in large quantities by chemical synthetic processes and also can
provide a low-cost solution processability [14–19]. In particular, in
inverted PSCs with metal cathodes, Gao et al. [18] reported that a GO
layer can effectively modify the active layer/metal anode interface,
resulting in significantly improved PSC-efficiencies. However, typi-
cally, GO has an insulating property, and thus showing a high
GO-thickness dependency on cell-efficiency [15–18], which indi-
cates that the rGO, the reduced form of GO having a better
conductivity and charge transport, can be considered as a better
interfacial layer for inverted PSCs [17,20]. However, to date,
there have been no efforts for using rGO as interfacial layers in
inverted PSCs.

In this paper, we demonstrate that a solution-processed rGO
film can effectively serve as an interfacial material (IFL) for high-
performance inverted-structure PSCs. As the BHJ/metal interface
modifier, the rGO was prepared with a 4-(trifluoromethyl)
phenylhydrazine reductant, which was recently introduced as
an effective reductant to provide more improved conductivity,
work function, and film-uniformity than conventional hydrazine-
based rGOs [21]. We investigated the effects of the rGOs as a novel
IFL on inverted PSC-performances. As a result, the inverted PSC with
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A B S T R A C T

Enhanced cell-efficiency of inverted bulk-heterojunction based polymer solar cells (PSCs) was achieved

by anode modification with reduced graphene oxide (rGO). The rGO thin film was obtained with spin-

coating of a cost-effective rGO solution dissolved in ethanol on top of the organic photoactive layer, and

the effects of the rGOs as a new interlayer on device-performances of inverted-structure PSCs were

investigated. The inverted PSC with r-GO showed a remarkable enhancement in power conversion

efficiency compared with the cells with no interfacial layers. In particular, the inverted device with r-

GO showed highly comparable efficiencies and superior PSC-stability to conventional PEDOT:PSS-

based inverted PSCs.
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r-GO showed a remarkable enhancement in power conversion
efficiency compared with the cells with no interfacial layers. In
particular, the inverted device with r-GO showed highly comparable
efficiencies to conventional PEDOT:PSS-based inverted PSCs and
better PSC-stability than PEDOT:PSS-based solar cells.

Experimental

The PSC-configuration with the inverted structure and the
chemical structure of the rGO are shown in Fig. 1. To prepare
inverted solar cells, ZnO solution was fabricated with a 0.75 M zinc

Fig. 1. Device-structure of the inverted PSC with a rGO interfacial material (the left image) and the chemical structure of the rGO (the right image).

Fig. 2. (a) The representation J–V curves of the inverted PSCs with no IFL and rGO layers. Comparison of (b) PCE, (c) Voc, (d) FF, and (e) Jsc of devices with rGOs.
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